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There is a significant gap between research and practice when it
comes to programming for complex verbal behavior. This workshop
series explores some behavior analytic models of complex verbal
behavior, including Stimulus Equivalence and Relational Frame

Theory. 
Over the course of the program, learners should better understand
what complex verbal behavior is from a Relational Frame Theory
perspective, as well as the importance of establishing a robust

repertoire of derived relational responding. Participants will also
learn how to program for the establishment of these complex

repertoires for common relational frames (coordination, distinction,
opposition, comparison, hierarchical, and deictic). The series concludes

by reviewing language as a double-edged sword that may result in
new challenges once established. 

To address these new challenges, the series covers ACT in ABA, an
ACT functional analysis, and implementation of ACT interventions. The
goal of each session is to give participants something that they can

apply to their work right away.



A Crash Course in Complex Verbal
Behavior:

Closing the Gap Between Research and
Practice 

with Amanda Chastain, BCBA

An 8-Session Series
 

Session 1: Some Behavior Analytic Models of Verbal Behavior 
Session 2: A Deeper Dive into Relational Frame Theory - PART I
Session 3: A Deeper Dive into Relational Frame Theory - PART II
Session 4: A Deeper Dive into Relational Frame Theory - PART III
Session 5: The Double-Edged Sword of Language - an introduction

to ACT
Session 6: An ACT Functional Analysis-Part I
Session 7: An ACT Functional Analysis Part II

Session 8: ACT Interventions

1.5 CEU's per Session
12.0 CEU's Total



 Identify when Skinner’s model for verbal behavior is useful and
the limitation of its utility in teaching and understanding
complex verbal behavior 
 Set up a basic equivalence-based instruction program
 List types of derived relational responding beyond equivalence

Session 1: Some Behavior Analytic
Models of Verbal Behavior

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

 
1.

2.
3.

Monday, June 06
4-5:30 PM (Pacific Time)

1.5 CEU's 

Abstract:
 

What is RFT, how is it different from Skinner's Verbal
Behavior, and why does it matter?

in session 1, we will start 'at the beginning' by exploring B.
F. Skinner's initial take on Verbal Behavior and Murray
Sidman's contributions with Stimulus Equivalence. These
discussions set the context for consideration of Relational
Frame Theory as an extension of these concepts. We'll
wrap up with why this is worth understanding for Behavior
Analysts, with direct connection to Early Behavior
Intervention goals and programs. 



 Describe how derived relational responding extends beyond
equivalence 
 Describe derived relational responding as a generalized
relational operant
 Identify clinical relevance for establishing generalized
relational responding repertoires for each of the most common
relational frames

Session 2: A Deeper Dive into Relational
Frame Theory - PART I

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

 
1.

2.

3.

 
Abstract:

 
What are the different Relational Frames? Where can I

see these in the programming I already use?

In session 2, we will get into more detail about the
different forms of relational framing and discuss relating
as a generalized relational operant, including some
leading research from Dr. Jordan Belisle's RFT research
lab. To finish, attendees will take a look at their own
programs through an RFT lens. 

Monday, June13 
4-5:30 PM (Pacific Time)

1.5 CEU's 



 Provide examples of skills that can be taught using derived
relational responding methods of teaching non-arbitrary
relationship between stimuli 
 Describe how to program for each of the main types of
relational framing based on physical properties of stimuli
 Demonstrate how to set up one program for each of the main
types of frames based on physical properties of stimuli

Session 3: A Deeper Dive into Relational
Frame Theory - PART II

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

 
1.

2.

3.

 Abstract:
 

How do I take what I've learned and apply RFT knowledge
to my behavior-skills programming? 

In session 3, we will dive into identifying and programming
for each of the main types of relational frames.
Participants will actively practice setting up programs to
target growth, see examples from the PEAK Relational
Training curriculum, and close out with a primer for more
complex stimuli (to be discussed in detail at the next
session). 

Monday, June 27 
4-5:30 PM (Pacific Time)

1.5 CEU's 



 Define arbitrarily applicable derived relational responding 
 Describe how to program for each of the main types of
relational framing with culturally relevant arbitrary stimuli
 Demonstrate how to set up one program for each of the main
types of frames using culturally relevant arbitrary stimuli

Session 4: A Deeper Dive into Relational
Frame Theory - PART III

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

 
1.
2.

3.

 

Abstract:
 

What about more complex stimuli, not based on physical
features? 

In session 4, we will quickly review what we learned in
Session 3 (Non-Arbitrarily Applicable Derived Relational
Responding) before exploring more complex ways of
relational framing/responding. An activity will allow
participants to practice programming again, this time
incorporating arbitrarily applicable derived relational
responding. 

Monday, July 11
4-5:30 PM (Pacific Time)

1.5 CEU's 



 Describe how establishing a complex verbal behavior
repertoire can generate unique challenges for those we support 
 Describe the six behavioral repertoires on the ACT Hexaflex
 Describe current research in ACT in ABA

Session 5: The Double-Edged Sword of
Language - an introduction to ACT

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

 
1.

2.
3.

 

Abstract:
 

Why is ACT uniquely useful as an addition to typical
contingency-management? What is ACT, and what does the
research base look like? How do ensure I'm practicing
within my scope? How do I write ACT-related treatment

goals?

In session 5, we will kick off our discussion of ACT with
the solid foundational knowledge of RFT gained in the
first four sessions. Discussion will include the 'double-
edged' nature of language, an introduction to ACT
concepts and language in behavior-analytic terms, and
practicing responsibly in the role of a Behavior Analyst.

Monday, July 25
4-5:30 PM (Pacific Time)

1.5 CEU's 



 Identify behavioral repertoires addressed in each part of the
Hexaflex 
 Identify patient verbal behavior and determine which type of
ACT exercises to use based on the Hexaflex as a model for
intervention
 Identify relevant variables in the verbal environment to target
through ACT interventions

Session 6: An ACT Functional Analysis-
Part I

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

 
1.

2.

3.

 Abstract:
 

Why is ACT uniquely useful as an addition to typical
contingency-management? What is ACT, and what does the
research base look like? How do ensure I'm practicing
within my scope? How do I write ACT-related treatment

goals?

In session 6, we will connect the 6 ACT Processes to
related behavioral repertoires, and then explore the ACT
Matrix as a descriptive assessment tool. We'll end with an
approach to identifying problematic relations, with active
practice for attendees to get experience with this skill.

Monday, August 08
4-5:30 PM (Pacific Time)

1.5 CEU's 



 Setup an ACT Functional Analysis 
 Implement an ACT Functional Analysis (practice session)
 Interpret data from an ACT Functional Analysis to guide next
steps

Session 7: An ACT Functional Analysis-
Part II

 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

 
1.
2.
3.

 

Abstract:
 

What does an ACT Functional Analysis look like? 
How do I set one up and run it? 
What do I make of the results?

In session 7, we will begin with a quick review of the 6
ACT Processes and identifying problematic relations. The
rest of the session will be spent discussing and practicing
setup of ACT Functional Analysis conditions and
interpretation of results to guide intervention. 

Monday, August 22
4-5:30 PM (Pacific Time)

1.5 CEU's 



 Describe how to set up an individualized ACT intervention using
transformation of stimulus function
 Identify multiple resources for obtaining ACT interventions
 Describe how to determine whether the ACT intervention was
effective

Session 8: ACT Interventions 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 
 

1.

2.
3.

Abstract:
 

What is the ultimate goal of working with ACT? 
Where can I find interventions to use?

How will I know if it's working, or not?

In session 8, we will begin with a discussion of the purpose
of ACT interventions. The rest of this final session will
introduce some ready-made resources to make your use of
ACT-based interventions more efficient, and finally, social-
validity measures.

Monday, August 29
4-5:30 PM (Pacific Time)

1.5 CEU's 


